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More on page 2  

Are you at all like me when it comes to projects?  Sometimes I’m just not inspired to start or work on 
anything.  Then all of a sudden adrenaline kicks in and I want to make everything I see.  In the last 
month I think I have started at least 5 new projects…none of which are finished.  Even as I sit here 
writing this newsletter there is a pattern sitting on my desk that keeps calling to me to “go pick some 
fat quarters for me”.  I try to quiet that little voice.  I even stacked some papers on top of him so I 
couldn’t hear it any more, but it’s not working….I still hear that faint little voice.  I guess I’m going to 
lose the battle and give up and just go play with fabric choices for yet another project.  I swore that 
all I was taking to retreat this year would be old UFOs.  I guess with all the things I’ve started this 
month I will be taking new UFOs instead of old ones.  Somehow it wasn’t supposed to work out this 
way….. 

Need a nice relaxing mid-winter break? Don’t forget to get signed up for Retreat! 

*Fiber Retreat 
Fri- Sun Feb 16,17,18 

$175 

*Quilt Retreat  Your choice of 2 weekends 
Thur-Sun  Feb 8,9,10,11—Limited space available 
Thur-Sun  Feb 15,16,17,18  - Full 
 
Don’t procrastinate…spaces are going fast 
$50 deposit holds your reservation 
$175 for 3 days 
$235 for 4 days 
Food and Lodging included 

MARK YOUR CALENDARS 
CHRISTMAS OPEN HOUSE 

Sat Dec 2    10-3pm 
Demos on easy last minute Christmas gifts 

Also for sale will be some of our store models 
Select fabrics will be on sale at a greatly reduced price 
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I always get excited when a box of new yarn comes in.  This Regia Pairfect 
from Schachenmayr is designed to make a pair of striped socks that match 
perfectly. 

We have lots of new and beautiful sock yarn to choose from.  
This Huasco sock yarn is so yummy I want one of each color! 

Schachenmayr just sent us this Fashion Creative Lace yarn 
that would work up into the most beautiful shawl ever.   
The colors are so rich and scrumptious. 

Grab one of these fingerless mitts kits to make a perfect Christmas gift.  
Either knit it up yourself or give as a kit to your favorite knitter. 
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I just stitched up this little Rudolph the Red Nosed Reindeer quilt using 
one of the Villa Rosa patterns called Paralleled.  If you’re looking for a 
simple easy project this might be the one. 

We have kits all made up for this beautiful kaleidoscope 
Christmas Quilt.  This one may be my new holiday table 
cover. 

The Improv bag came out so cute with this funny little 
dachshund fabric.  What a great way to use up scraps.  
Watch our class schedule after the first of the year 
for a class. 

This Doodle Days quilt came out so cute by taking the panel and 
adding a simple border.  The colors are so gender neutral that it 
would be perfect for a boy or girl. We have kits available, but they 
are selling fast so make sure you get one before we run out. 
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Ok- so now the newsletter is all written I think I will dig into that pile of papers on my desk, find that 
noisy little pattern and go play with fat quarters…..I give up!     
Happy Stitching ~Lisa 

This sweet little flannel group “Babe in the Wood” from 
Maywood just came in and would make a warm little baby 
quilt.  Using one of the 3 Yard Quilt patterns would make 
that project a snap to make. 

The much anticipated release of these 2 books is finally 
here -  Edita Sitar’s Patches of Blue and Kim Diehl’s     
Simple Harvest.  We have sold through our first order 
and have another group on the way.  I took home the    
Simple Harvest and started cutting out a project that 
same evening. 

If any of you are Bonnie Hunter fans, she has released the information on 
her next free on-line mystery quilt.  We have put together a display to help 
you make your fabric selections.  Check out her blog for more information. 


